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Homotopy classes of total foliations

Masayuki Asaoka, Emmanuel Dufraine and Takeo Noda*

Abstract. On every compact and orientable three-manifold we construct total foliations (three
codimension-one foliations that are transverse at every point). This construction can be
performed on any homotopy class of plane fields with vanishing Euler class.

As a corollary we obtain similar results on bi-contact structures.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Main results. Let M be an oriented closed three-dimensional manifold. We
call a triple (f*)3=1 of smooth transversely oriented plane fields on M a total plane

field if Hi=i %l(p) (0} for any p in M. If each £* is integrable, it is called a

total foliation. We say two total plane fields are homotopic if they are connected by
a continuous path in the space of smooth oriented total plane fields.

A celebrated theorem due to Wood [16] showed that any plane field on a closed
three-dimensional manifold can be continuously deformed into a foliation in its homotopy

class. In other words, there is no homotopical obstruction to the integrability for
the three-dimensional case. The main subject of this paper is to solve the analogous
problem for total foliations. That is,

Theorem 1.1. Any total plane field on a closed three-dimensional manifold is homo-

topic to a total foliation.

In other words, there is no homotopical obstruction to the integrability for total
plane fields.

Let us remark that three-dimensional closed manifolds have their Euler
characteristic equal to zero, which implies the existence of transversely oriented plane

*The first and third author were partially supported by JSPS PostDoctoral Fellowships for Research Abroad.

They also are partially supported by Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) No. 19740085 and No. 19740026
from MEXT Japan.
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fields. Similarly, three-dimensional closed manifolds have vanishing second Stiefel-
Whitney class, which implies the existence of total plane fields.

Hardorp [10], showed that any three-dimensional oriented closed manifold admits
a total foliation. However, his construction does not allow to keep track of the

homotopy class of the constructed object.
Tamura and Sato [15], gave examples of foliations on three-dimensional manifold

which admit a transverse plane field but no transverse foliation. It implies that there
exists an obstruction to deform a total plane field into a total foliation ifwe fix one of
the plane fields as a given foliation.

Mitsumatsu [13], Problem 5.2.7, asked which homotopy classes of plane fields
can be realized as a transverse pair of codimension-one foliations. His question is

important from the viewpoint ofbi-contact structures, which we consider in the next
paragraph. The theory of characteristic classes tells that a plane field is contained
in a total plane field if and only if its Euler class vanishes. Theorem 1.1 answers
Mitsumatsu's question immediately.

Corollary 1.2. An orientedpionefield on an oriented closed three-dimensional manifold

is homotopic to a foliation which is contained in a total foliation ifand only if
its Euler class vanishes.

We call a pair of mutually transverse positive and negative contact structures
a bi-contact structure. Mitsumatsu [12], and Eliashberg and Thurston [7] showed

that bi-contact structures naturally correspond to a projectively Anosov flow, which
exhibits partially-hyperbolic behavior on the whole manifold.

In relation with the question above, Mitsumatsu asked which homotopy class

of plane field can be realized by contact structures in a bi-contact structure. In
Theorem 2.4.1 of [7], Eliashberg and Thurston showed that any foliation except the

product foliation {S2 x {p}}peSi on S2 x Sl can be C°-approximated by positive
or negative contact structures. It is easy to see that any mutually transverse plane
fields are homotopic to each other and that the product foliation on52x51 does not
admit a transverse foliation. Hence, the following is an immediate consequence of
Eliashberg-Thurston's theorem and Corollary 1.2.

Corollary 1.3. On any oriented closed three-dimensional manifold, any oriented
plane field with Euler class zero is homotopic to positive and negative contact structures

which form a bi-contact structure.

Among the realization problems of bi-contact structures, the following is quite
natural.

Question 1.4. Let f and rj be positive and negative contact structures on an oriented
three-dimensional manifold M. Suppose that they are contained in the same homo-
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topy class ofplane fields with vanishing Euler class. Can we isotope f and rj so that

(f, rj) is a bi-contact structure?

We give an answer for overtwisted contact structures.

Theorem 1.5. Let f and rj be positive and negative overtwisted contact structures
contained in the same homotopy class ofplane fields and with Euler class zero. Then,

we can isotope f and rj so that (f, rj) is a bi-contact structure.

The answer for tight contact structures is still unknown.

1.2. Outline of proofs. The proof of Theorem 1.1 is obtained after performing a

sequence of surgeries and gluings along so-called 31-components, which are solid
tori equipped with a 'simple' total foliation.

Section 2 is devoted to the study of the effect of a surgery on the homotopy class of
a total foliation. In Subsection 2.1, we review two invariants of total plane fields that
determine its homotopy class completely -the spin structure and the difference ofHopf
degree. In Subsection 2.2, we define ^-components of total foliations and gluing
of two total foliations along the boundaries of ^-components. In Subsections 2.3
and 2.4, we define a surgery of a total foliation along an ^-component and give a

surgery formula.
Section 3 is the main part of our construction of a total foliation in any given

homotopy class. It is done by a modification of Hardorp's construction in [10]. The
main new feature in our construction is a control of the framing of 31 components
by insertion of 'plugs' (Lemma 3.22). Insertion of plugs of another type also enables

us to control the difference of Hopf degree (Lemma 3.24). In order to obtain such

plugs, we need to construct total foliations on the three-dimensional sphere S3 such
that the cores of <ft-components form special framed links. Hardorp's construction
is insufficient to our purpose since the framing is a very large positive number and it
is difficult to control. In the first step of our construction, there are two differences
from his construction :

(1) our construction is performed on a non-trivial T2-bundle over the circle while
Hardorp's was on T3;

(2) foliations in our ^-components may rotate several times in some sense while
they did not in Hardorp's.

These differences leads to a simpler construction in the succeeding steps: we can
avoid dealing with a finite covering of a total foliation on the Poincaré sphere and

with a branched double covering along the unknot. As a consequence, we can obtain

an explicit description of the framings of ^-components in terms of diagrams of
braids, see Proposition 3.21.

In Subsection 3.2, we give a construction of total foliations on T2 x [0,1]. In
Subsection 3.4, we describe the framings of ^-components of a total foliation that
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is given by gluing two boundary components of T2 x [0,1]. In Subsection 3.5, we
control the framings of ^-components and show a generalized version of Hardorp's
theorem, i.e., the existence of a total foliation with any given spin structure. The
control is done by successive replacements of an ^-component with a totally foliated
solid torus which contains a twisted ^-component ('insertion of plugs'). In Subsection

3.6, we give a control of the Hopf degree. In fact, we construct a total foliation
on S3 that admits unknotted ^-components with (+1)- and (—l)-framings and that
has the required difference of Hopf degree with the positive total Reeb foliation. By
gluing it with a total foliation that has the required spin structure, we obtain a total
foliation in any given homotopy class of total plane fields.

Section 4 is devoted to the proofof Corollary 1.3. We show that if a total foliation
admits an unknotted ^-component with (+1 )-framing then an}' positive contact structure

that is sufficiently close to one of the foliations violates the Thurston-Bennequin
inequality and therefore is overtwisted. Once it is shown, the corollary is an easy

consequence of Eliashberg's classification of overtwisted contact structures in [6].

1.3. Acknowledgements. This paper was prepared while the first and third authors

stayed at Unité de Mathématiques Pures etAppliquées, Ecole Normale Supérieure de

Lyon and it started when the second author was at Institut Fourier, Grenoble. They
thank the members of those institutions, especially Professor Etienne Ghys for his

warm hospitality. The authors are also grateful to an anonymous referee for many
suggestions to improve the readability of the paper.

2. Gluing and surgery of total foliations

2.1. Homotopy classes of plane fields. In the rest of the paper, all manifolds and

foliations are of class C°° and all plane fields and foliations are transversely oriented.
Fix an n-dimensional manifold X equipped with a Riemannian metric. Let Fr(X)

be the set of orthonormal frames of TX. It admits a natural topology as a subset of
the set of n-tuples of vector fields on X.

When M is a three-dimensional manifold, by taking the unit normal vectors of a

total plane field, and by applying the Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization to it, we can
define a continuous map from the set of total plane fields to Fr(M). It is easy to see

that it induces a bijection between homotopy classes. So, we consider Fr(M) instead

of the set of total plane fields in this subsection.

First, we review some basic facts on spin structures. We denote by SO(n) the

group of special orthogonal matrices of size n. Let X be an n-dimensional manifold
with n > 3. We fix a triangulation of X and let Xt be the i -skeleton of X for
0 < I < n. By Fr(Xi), we denote the set of orthonormal frames of TX\xt • A spin
structure is a homotopy class of ¥r(X\) ofwhich each representative can be extended

to an element of Fr(X2). In particular, a frame e in ¥r(X) induces a spin structure on
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X in a natural way. We call it the spin structure given by the frame e. Our definition
is different from the standard one that is given by a double covering of a natural

principal SO(n)-bundle, but it is known they are equivalent if n > 3, see [11].
A manifold X equipped with spin structure s is called a spin manifold. If X has

a boundary dX, then s induces a spin structure s' on dX. We call the spin manifold
(dX, s') the spin boundary of (X, s).

Now, we focus our attention on spin structures on three or four-dimensional
manifolds. We call a four-dimensional manifold X a 2-handlebody if it is obtained

by attaching four-dimensional 2-handles to the 4-ball B4 along a framed link L in
S3 dB4. We say a 2-handlebody X is even if the framing of each component of
L is even. See the first paragraph of Subsection 2.3 for the definition of framing of
knots.

Proposition 2.1. Any even 2-handlebody admits a unique spin structure. Any closed

spin three-dimensional manifold is a spin boundary ofa spin 2-handlebody.

Proof. See Section 5.6 and 5.7 of [8]. D

Let M be a three-dimensional closed manifold. We denote by C(M, SO(3)) the
set of continuous maps from M to SO(3). The space Fr(M) of frames admits a natural
action of C(M, SO(3)) given by (ë ¦ F)(p) (e*(p) ¦ F(p))f=1 for ë (el)3=l
and F e C(M, SO(3)). We define a map $: Fr(M) x Fr(M) -> C(M, SO(3)) by
ë êo • &(ë, ëo) for (ë, ëo) e Fr (M)2. It is easy to check that $(•, ëo) is a bijective
map between Fr(M) and C(M, SO(3)).

We denote the field Z/2Z by Z2. Recall the fundamental group 7Ti(SO(n)) of
SO(n) is isomorphic to Z2 if « > 3. Let Spin(n) be the universal covering group of
SO(n).

Definition 2.2. For ë, e0 e Fr(M), we define s(ë, e0) e H1 (M, Z2) by

s(ë,e0)([y]Hl) [<t>(ë,è0) o y]ni e ffi(SO(3)) ~ Z2

for any continuous loop y in M. We call the above cohomology class the difference
of spin structures of ë and eo-

It is easy to see that s(ë, eo) is well-defined and is determined by the homotop}'
classes of ë and ëo- We can see that s(ë, ëo) 0 if and only if the restrictions of ë

and ëo to a fixed 1-skeleton are homotopic. In particular, s(ë, ëo) 0 if and only if
two frames ë and ëo give the same spin structure.

Lemma 2.3. If two given frames ë, ëo £ Fr(M) satisfy s(ë,ëo) 0, then the map
$(e, ëo) admits a Ufi <Ê>(e, ëo) : M -> Spin(3).
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Proof. The map $(e,eo) induces a trivial map between the fundamental groups.
Hence, it admits a lift to Spin(3). D

Definition 2.4. When two frames ë and ëo oî M give the same spin structure, we
define the difference ofHopfdegree H(ë, ëo) by the mapping degree of Ô(ë, ëo).

Remark that H((el)f=l, (e0)f=l) coincides with the difference ofHopfdegree of
non-singular vector fields e1 and eQ for any i 1,2,3, which is defined in [5]. It is

easy to see that the formulae

H(ë2, ëi) H(-ëi, -ë2) -H(ëi, ë2), (1)

H(ëi,ë3) H(ëuë2) + H(ë2,ë3) (2)

hold if ë\, ë2, ëj, <G Fr(M) give the same spin structure, where —ë (—ei)f=l for
è (éfi=v

Proposition 2.5. Two frames ë, ëo <G Fr(M) are homotopic to each other ifand only

if they give the same spin structure and satisfy H(ë, ëo) 0.

Proof. It is trivial that the former implies the latter.

Suppose the latter holds for ë,ëo £ Fr(M). Then, we have s(ë,ëo) 0 and

H(ë, ëo) 0. Fix a structure of a CW complex on M with a unique 3-cell. Let
M2 be the 2-skeleton of M. Since Spin(3) is homeomorphic to S3, the lift $(e, ëo)
of $(ê, ëo) is homotopic to a map F such that F\m2 lS a constant map. Since the

quotient space M/M2 also is homeomorphic to S3, the assumption H(ë,ëo) 0

implies that F is homotopic to a constant map. Therefore, ë is homotopic to ëo ¦

2.2. ^-components and gluing of total foliations. In the rest of the paper, we
identify the circle S1 with M/Z, and the two-dimensional torus T2 with (M/Z)2.
The sum a + b is well-defined for a e S1 and b e S1 or M. For a e S1 and

€i,€2 e M, we denote the subset {a + t e S1 \ t e [^1,62]} by [a + €\,a + €2].
We will abuse the identification of the number t G [0,1] and t + Z G S1 when the

meaning is clear.

Put D2(r) {(x, y) e M2 \ x2 + y2 < r2} for r > 0 and D2 D2(l). We
denote [0,1] x T2 by W, S1 x Z)2 by Z, and the origin of M2 by O. We also denote

by ]a,b[ the open interval {x e M. \ a < x < b).
For a foliation fona manifold X and a point /? of X, let f (/?) denote the leaf

containing p. For a diffeomorphism i7 from X to another manifold X', let F(3<)
denote a foliation on X' such that the leaf containing F(p) is F(3^(p)). For a pair
(f1, 3< 2) of mutually transverse codimension-one foliations on a three-dimensional
manifold M, let 3<1 fl 3?2 be the one-dimensional foliation {3<l(p) fl 3*2(p)}PeM-
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Definition 2.6. Let M be a three-dimensional manifold. We say a subset R of M
is a thick Reeb component of a foliation 3? if R contains a Reeb component R' and
3* \R\R/ is diffeomorphic to a product foliation {t xT2}^!] on W.

Let (t, x, y) be the standard coordinate system of S1 xl2. Take a smooth odd

function/^ on M so that 0 < Xr(x) < 1 if* e]l/2, 3/2[and/^(x) 0 otherwise.
Let «ft1 and <ft2 be the foliations on S1 x M2 that are generated by the kernel of
dy — XR(y)dt and dx — Xn(x)dt, respectively.

We denote by 3il the restriction of 31* on Z for i 1,2. We can take a foliation
3i3 on Z so that it is a thick Reeb component and (3ii)3=l is a total foliation. See

Figure 1.

1 <7>2ÄX,Ä'

<7>1 <7>2

1 <Z>2 <Z> 1
Figure 1. Foliations Ä1, 3iz, Ä^, and Äf.

Definition 2.7. Let (-ff)3=1 be a total foliation on a three-dimensional manifold M.
We call a subset i? ofM an 3l-component of (f* )3=1 if there exists a diffeomorphism
¦^: Z -> R such that \Jr(3ll) 3?1\r for i 1,2,3 and the restriction of f3 on a

neighborhood of dR is diffeomorphic to {f x T2}^^!] on W. The diffeomorphism
ty is called a canonical coordinate of ic. The curve C(i?) ^(S1 x 0) admits a

natural orientation induced from ty and we call it the core of R.

Remark that the isotopy class of C(R) is uniquely determined as an oriented knot
inM.

Let (pfft : T2 -> S1 x 3Z)2 be the map given by

<Pffi(x, y) (*, cos(2jty), sin(2jry)).

We define foliations 31j. and <ft?n on T2 so that ^^(31^) is the restriction of 31* on
3Z for each i 1,2. We use the following lemma in Section 4.
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Lemma 2.8. if a smooth line field f onT2 is sufficiently C°-close to T3lj., then
there exists a closed curve which is tangent to £ and homotopic to the curve S1 x yo,
where yo be the point of S1 represented by 0.

Proof. Put A S1 x [y0 -1/4, y0 +1/4]. If a smooth line field £ on T 2 is sufficiently
C°-close to T3lj-, then it is isotopie to dA and admits an orientation which directs
inward at dA. By the Poincaré-Bendixon theorem, there exists a closed curve in A
which is tangent to £ and isotopie to S1 x yo-

Let am be the integral homology class in Zfi(T2,Z) represented by a map
x i-> (x, 0). Remark that each closed leaf of 31j- is the image of a curve which
represents a^.

Definition 2.9. Let (3< l)f=l be a total foliation on a manifold M. We call a boundary
component T of M an 3i-boundary if there exists a diffeomorphism tyi : T2 -> T
such that tyr(3llj) is the restriction of 3<l to T for i 1,2, and 3< 3 is diffeomorphic
to the product foliation {t x ^2}tç[o,i\ on a neighborhood of T. For an ^-boundary
component T, we define a$t(T) e Hi(T, Z) by a$t(T) (tyr)*(^ffi)-

Remark that if R is an ^-component of a total foliation on a manifold M, then
9i? is an «^-boundary of both i< and M \ R.

We define cut and paste operations of total foliations with <ft-boundary by following

the idea described in [ 10]. First, we show that the pair (3?11 t 3* 2
\ t) of foliations

of an «^-boundary of a total foliation (3< *)f=i is determined by a<%(T) up to isotopy.

Lemma 2.10. Let F bea diffeomorphism ofT2 such that F* (a<fi) a^. Then, there
exists a diffeomorphism G which is isotopie to the identity and satisfies G(3ilT)
F,(3llT) fori 1,2.

Proof. Let îy be the diffeomorphism of T2 such that xy(x,y) (x, —y). Then,

ty(3ilT) 3ilT fori 1,2 and (ty)*(a<R) a<^. Hence, we may assume that F is

orientation-preserving by replacing F with F o xy if it is necessary.
Fix an integer k. Let h be a smooth function on M. x [0,1] such that h(y -\-n,t)

A(_y, r) + kn for any (_y, /)elx [0,1] and neZ, and

h(y,t)

for any n G Z and G [0,1]. See Figure 2. The function & induces a map h: Sl
[0,1] —>¦ 51. Remark that h(-,t): Sl —>¦ 51 is a map of degree k.

For G [0,1], we define a diffeomorphism i*^ of T2 by

Fk,t(x,y) (x + h(y,t),y).

kn if y e [n ,« + (1/32)],
kin + t) if y e [n + (1/16),«+ (1/4)]
kin + 1) if y e [n + (9/32),n + l]
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Since F is orientation-preserving and F*(a$t) a$i, F is isotopie to Fk)\ for some
k <G Z. Hence, it is sufficient to show that there exists a diffeomorphism G of T2
which is isotopie to the identity and satisfies G(3Vj,) Fkt\ (^0 ^or ' ^> ^"

kt

K; 1)

h(;t)

Ä(-,0)
0 1/32 1/16 1/4 9/32

Figure 2. The map h(-, t) and the foliation Fkt\(3l*) for £ 1.

Since 3ilT(x, yi) S1 x yi for y\ e [0,1/16] and 3l^(x, y2) S1 x y2 for
_y2 e [1/4,5/16], we have Fkt0(5l\) 3i2 and Fkti(R\) R\.. The foliations

3lj. and <ftj- are invariant under the translation (x, y) i-> (x + t, y). It implies that

FjCit(3ij,) is transverse to ^^ for any t <G [0,1]. We define an isotopy {Gt}te[o,i]
by Gt(x,y) e 3lj(x,y) n -Ffe^C^rC*,^))- Then, the map Go is the identity,
Gi(R\) RlT Fktl(RlT), and G^R2.) Fk>1(3i2). D

Proposition 2.11. For k 1,2, let Mk be a three-dimensional manifold with a toral
boundary Tk and (3?l)3=1 a total foliation of Mk such that Tk is an 3i-boundary.
Suppose that a diffeomorphism ty : Ti -> T2 satisfies ty*(a$t(Ti)) a$t(T2). Then,
there exists a total foliation (3?l)3=l on Mi U^ M2 Mi U M2j[p ~ ty(p)] and

diffeomorphisms Fi : Mi -> Mi and F2 : M2 -> M2 such that Fk is isotopie to the

identity and Fk(3^k* 3?1 \Mk for any i 1,2,3 and k 1,2.

Proof. By Lemma 2.10, we can isotope ^ t=i s° that it is compatib le with ¥\ 3_ l
on a neighborhood of T\ T2 in M\ U^ M2.

2.3. Knotted ^-components and surgery. Let M be an oriented three-dimensional
manifold. For a smooth link L in M, let Fr(L;M) be the set of vector fields
v : L -> TM on L satisfying i;(/?) ^ 7},L for any p e L. A framing of L is

a connected component of Fr(L;M). An oriented knot K is null-homologous if
and only if it admits a Seifert surface S, that is, an oriented embedded surface with
dS K.
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Definition 2.12. Suppose an oriented knot K admits a Seifert surface S. We call an
orientation preserving embedding ty : S1xD2 -> M an n-framed tubular coordinate
of K ifthe restriction of ty to S1 x{(0,0)} is an orientation preserving diffeomorphism
onto K and the algebraic intersection number of S and ty(S1 x {(1,0)}) is n. The
framing represented by a vector field v e Fr(K;M) tangent to ty(S1 x [— 1,1] x {0})
is called an n-framing of K.

It is known that the n-framing of K does not depend on the choices of S and ty.
If a link L is tangent to leaves of a foliation 3<, then a vector field vl on L with

Vl(p) <g 7},^ \ 7^,L gives a framing of L. We call it the framing given by 3?. We

say an ^-component R of a total foliation (^)3=1 on M is null-homotopic if the

core C(i<) is null-homotopic. In addition, if 3?1 gives the «-framing of C(R), we

say that R is an n-framed null-homotopic ^-component. A knot is called unknotted

if it bounds an embedded disk. We say an ^-component of a total foliation on M is
unknotted if the core is unknotted.

Suppose that a total foliation (3?l)3=l on M admits an <ft-component R. Let
ß(R) € Hi(BR, Z) be the homolog}' class represented by a meridian of JR. Up to iso-

top}', there exists a unique diffeomorphism F ondR such that F*(a$t(dR)) a$t(dR)
and F*(ß(R)) fi(R) + a^(dR). We call MR (M \ R U R)/F(p) ~ p the manifold

obtained by the standard surgery along R. By Proposition 2.11, total foliations
(P1 \m\r>Ì=i and (^Ì*)3=i induce a total foliation (#£)?=1. We call (#£)?=1 the
total foliation obtained by the standard surgery along it. In [10], p. 22-24, one can
see another surgery along an <ft-component, which essentially yields the same total
foliation.

Lemma 2.13. IfR is null-homotopic and k-framed, then the above Mr is a manifold
obtained by a Dehn surgery along C(R) with framing coefficient k + 1.

Proof. Since R is fc-framed, X(R) a^(dR) — kfi(R) is represented by the longitude

of C(R) corresponding to the 0-framing. The condition F*(fi(R)) X(R) +
(k + l)fi(R) implies that the coefficient of the Dehn surgery is k + 1. D

Let (3^l)3=l be a total foliation on S3 and R\,..., Rk be its ^-components
with the ni,..., «yffrarnings- Lemma 2.13 implies that the manifold obtained by
the standard surgery along ^-components Ri,..., Rk is the boundary of the four-
dimensional 2-handlebody X whose Kirby diagram is U/=i C(-ß) "with the

(rij + l)-framing on each C(Rj).
As we saw in Subsection 2.1, each total plane field on M defines a spin structure

on M. For a total foliation (3?*)3_ 1, we say a spin structure on M is given by(3^l)f=1
if it is given by the total plane field (T3?l)3=l.

Let (3?q )f—i be a total foliation on S 3 with odd-framed ^-components R \,... ,Rk.
Let M and (S?* )3=1 denote the three-dimensional manifold and the total foliation
obtained by the standard surgeries on all Rt's, and X the four-dimensional 2-handlebody
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corresponding to the surgery as above. By Proposition 2.1, X admits a unique spin
structure Sx-

Proposition 2.14. The restriction ofsx to M dX coincides with the one given by

(*'')?=,.

Proof. Let hj C X be the 2-handles corresponding to C(Rj) for j 1,... ,k.
Total foliations (3<q )3=1 and (3?l)3=l define a spin structure s* on a neighborhood of
S3UM dD4UdXinX D4U \J^=l hj, where D4 is the four-dimensional ball.

Since Hi(S3,Z2) 0, the sphere S3 admits a unique spin structure. It is known that
it extends to D4. The closure of a connected component of X \ (S3 U M) is either
the ball D4 or a 2-handle hj. Since they are homeomorphic to the four dimensional
ball, the spin structure on S 3 U M can be extended to X. By the uniqueness of a spin
structure on a 2-handlebody, it completes the proof. D

2.4. Gluing formula of the difference of Hopf invariant. For two total foliations
(3?l)3=l and ($*)3=1 which give the same spin structure, we denote the difference
of Hopf invariant of the corresponding orthonormal frames (see Definition 2.4) by
H((^)3=l,(^)3=l).

Definition 2.15. The positive total Reebfoliation (3li+)f=l is a total foliation on S3

which is the union of two (—l)-framed unknotted ^-components.

Remark that each 3il+ is a thick Reeb foliation and the cores of two ^-components
form a positive1 Hopf link under the transverse orientation of 3t3,

Let zS3 be an orientation reversing diffeomorphism on S3. It is known that

H((3t\_)f=l,tS3(3t\_)f=l) 1 (see e.g. Lemma 24 in [4]). By formulae (1) and

(2) on page 276, we have

H((tss(^))3=l,(3t\_)3=l) -1 - H((3^î)3=l,(3tî+)3=l), (3)

for any total foliation (3?l)3=l on S3.

Let (3^l)3=l and (ßi)3=l be total foliations on M and S3, respectively.
Suppose that (3?l)3=l admits a null-homotopic ^-component R and ($*)3=1 admits

a (—l)-framed unknotted <ft-component R'. Since both R and S3 \ R! are

diffeomorphic to S1 x D2, there exists a diffeomorphism ty: S3 \ R' -> R such

that ty*(a$t(dR')) a$t(dR) and ty*(ßR') ßR. Remark that the isotopy class

of ty is uniquely determined. By Proposition 2.11, there exists a total foliation
(F1 Ur,r' ^f)f=i on M such that it coincides with (^f)?=i on M \R and with
(ty(1?l))f=l on R up to isotopy.

^Such a Reeb foliation is called a positive Reeb foliation. The orientations given as the core of the M-

0component and given by the transverse orientation of Mq are opposite on one of the cores
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Proposition 2.16. In the above situation, we have

H((^ URiR, ^)3=i,(^)3=i) H(C§î)3=l,(3tî+)3=l). (4)

Proof. First, we notice that if two frames ë and e on a three-dimensional manifold
M' gives the same spin structure, then H(ë,ë is equal to the algebraic intersection

number of the submanifolds {ë(p) \ p <G M'} and {—e(p) \ p e M'} of the
orthonormal frame bundle of M'.

For convenience, fix Riemannian metrics on M and S3 so that ty is an isometry
between S3\R' and R. Let ëy, ë~§,ëg{, e* be the orthonormal frames induced from
(^f)?=i' C^*)3=i' (Ä+)?=i» and &1 UÄ>Ä/ ^f)?=i' respectively. By modifying
(<ft+)3=1 in its isotopy class, we may assume that Rr is a (—l)-framed ^-component
of (<Ä+)3=1 and ty(ëfft\si\R/) ê$r|.R- Take submanifolds A {ë-§(p) \ p € S3}

and A' {—e<%(p) \ p e S3} of the orthonormal frame bundle of S3. Let Fr ty
be the map between the frame bundles on S3 \ Rr and R induced by ty. Then, we
have Fr ^(A) {ë*(p) \ p e R} and Fr ty(K') {—ëy(p) \ p e R}. Since

(Fl URlR> ^OImvr ^ ImvR' we also have

Fr ^(A n A') {e*(/0 \ p e M} n {-ëgr(p) | p e M}.

This implies formula (4). D

3. Construction of total foliations

3.1. Braids in W. Let SL(2, Z) denote the group of 2 x 2-integer matrices with
determinant one, and / denote the identity matrix in SL(2, Z). Each element A of
SL(2, Z) acts on T2 as a diffeomorphism.

Fixn > 1 and define the points Qj (j/n,j/n)+Z2 e T2 for y 0,..., n—1.

Definition 3.1. For A e SL(2, Z) and n > 1, we say T C [0,1] x T2 is a smooth

n-braid twisted by A if there exists a map y : {0,..., n — 1} x [0,1] -> T2 and a

permutation o"on{0,...,n — 1} such that

* r {(t,y(j, 0) I (j, 0 e {0,..., n - 1} x [0,1]}.

* yijj) ^y(j'J) for any t e [0,1] if y ^ j', and

* /O»e) Ô/ and y(y. I — e) A • Qa{j) f°r any 7 0, ...,n — I and any
sufficiently small e > 0.

We call a subset rJ {(f, y(j, t)) \ t e [0,1]} the j-th string of T.
Let Bn(A) be the set of all smooth n-braids twisted by A.
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We can identify Bn(A) with a set of smooth maps from {0,..., n — 1} x [0,1] to
T2. This identification induces a topology on Bn(A). Let Jto(Bn(A)) be the set of
connected components of Bn(A).

For A e SL(2,Z), let Fa be the diffeomorphism on W given by Fa(ì, w)
(t, A • w). We define t\(t, w) (1 — t, w), t-(t, w) (t/2, w), and t+(t, w)
((1 + 0/2, w) for (t, w) e W [0,1] x T2.

Definition 3.2. Let T be a braid in Bn(A).

• The inverse T_1 e Bn(A~1) is defined by T_1 FA-i ° Ti(r).

• The composition T * r" e Bn(A'A) for Y e Bn(A) and V e Bn(A') is defined

by r * r r_(r) u (fa o z+)(ry

They induce corresponding operations on Jto(Bn (A)). We can see that they define

a group structure on Jto(Bn(I)), which is isomorphic to the braid group ofn-strings

on T2. The composition also defines a free and transitive action of Jto(Bn(I)) on

jto(Bn(A)). In particular, each element of Jto(Bn(A)) gives abijective map between

7to(Bn(ì))anàjto(Bn(A)).

3.2. Total foliations with braided leaves. In this subsection, we fix an integer
n > 1 and a real number rj > 0 which is sufficiently smaller than Ijn, for example,
rj (lOOn)-1. Put qj (j/n) + Z e S1 for j 0,... ,n - 1. Recall that

QJ=(qj,qj)eT2.
First, we define the standard total foliation (3^gtà)f=l onW= [0,l]xT2. Let

(t, x, y) be the standard coordinate system of W [0,1] x T 2. Fix a smooth function

Xi onl such that 0 < Xi(x) < V f°r x £]l/16n, 1/8«[ and /i(x) 0 otherwise.

Let/i be the function on Sx givenby/i^y +x) /i((l/2n)+x)—/i((l/2n)—x)
for any y 0,..., n — 1 and x € [0,1/n], See Figure 3. We define 1-forms ct)^,

1/8« VSn 1/Sn 1/8«

1/2« 1/2« 1/2«

9j S/+1

Figure 3. Function /i.
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^s2td>and <4ion w by

^lâ(t,x,y) dy -xi(y)dx,
^(t,x,y) dx-xi(x)dy,
û&,(f ,x, y) dt- (xi(t - 3/8) + xi(t- 5ß))dy.

Let ^g[d be the foliation generated by the kernel of ci)*td for i 1,2,3. See Figure 4.

It is easy to check that the triple (^std)3=i is a total foliation.

7WV

/

Figure 4. Total foliation (Fsfd)3=1 on [0,1] x [j/n, (j + \)/t

X

Definition 3.3. Let R be an embedded solid torus in M and 3r a foliation on M \ R.
We say a foliation 3?* is obtained by a turbularization of 3< along R if R is a thick
Reeb component of 3?* and there exists a diffeomorphism ty of the open manifold
M \ R which is isotopie to the identity and satisfies 3?* \m\r — ty(&)-

Observe that if the restriction of 3? to R is isotopie to the product foliation
{{pt} x D2}, then we can turbularize 3? along R.

Let Uj be the interior of [1/4,1/3] x [q} + (l/4n),qj + (3/4n)] xS1 for

j 0,...,« — 1 and
«-1

W0=W\ [jUj.
J=o

Definition 3.4. We say a foliation #o on a subset W of W is almost horizontal if

r#bO0 C{k 7>PT I 4y(v)2 < rj-2(dt(v)2 + dx(ü)2)}

for any p e W.

The next proposition shows how to make almost horizontal foliations part of a
total foliation.
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Proposition 3.5. For any given almost horizontal foliation 3< on Wo, there exists an
extension 3<l of 3< to W such that (3?1, ^g2d, ^s3d) is a total foliation.

Proof. Put

R+ {((3ß) + t,qj +(l/2n) + x) \ (t,x) e D2(lßn)} x S1,

Rj {((5ß) + t,qj +(l/2n) + x) \ (t,x) e D2(lßn)} x S1

for y 0,..., n — 1. Let fj be a diffeomorphism of S1 which is conjugate to the

holonomy map of 3* along the torus dllj. By ra, we denote the rigid rotation of

V+i
«/ + 3/4«

«/ + 1/2«

1) + 1/4«

qj

-0-
Ut

1/4 3/8

*7¦e-J-

5/8 3/4

Figure 5. The sets Wo and Rj1.

angle a e.M.,i.e.,ra(y) y + a. By a consequence of the Fundamental Theorem of
Herman (see e.g. [3], Corollary 8.5.3), there exist aj, aj~ <G M and a diffeomorphism

gi on S1 suchthat fj (gj oraT °g71)°f + for any j 0,..., n — 1. It implies that
J J "If

we can extend ^ to an almost horizontal foliation ^ onFF\ U/*=o(^r ^ ^/~) suc^
that the holonomy map of *§ along the torus BRJ is conjugate to the rigid rotation ra?
for an}' j 0,..., n — 1 and a ±. Since $ is almost horizontal, it is transverse to
^s2d and ^g3d. A turbularization of ~§ along all Rrf gives a foliation 3?lonW which

Dis transverse to both 3*jL and ^l?d. See Figure 6.

Recall that Fa(i, w) (t, Aw), x\(t, w) (1 —t, w), t-(t, w) (t/2, w), and

t+(t,w) ((t -\-l)/2,w)for A e SL(2,Z) and (t, w) e W. Let (et ,ex,es) be the
orthonormal frame on W which corresponds to the standard coordinates (t, x, y).

Definition 3.6. For A

on py such that
SL(2, Z), let tFol(A) be the set of total foliations (^)3=i

3< is transverse to et.
$*¦ ^ on a neighborhood of {0} x T2 for i 1,2, 3,
3?1 FaÌFJh) on a neighborhood of {1} x T2 for i 1,2, 3
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zz

// A//

k?

Figure 6. Total foliation associated to an extension of 3ro-

We introduce some operations on total foliations in tFol(A).

Definition 3.7. Let (3?l)\=l and (&)3=l be total foliations in tFol(A) and tFol(A')
respectively.

• The inverse ((^f)_1)?=i G tFonM-1) is defined by (^f)_1 FA-i o Ti(^f)
fori 1,2,3.

• The composition (3?1 * £f)?=i € tFol(AM) of (^f)?=i and C^)?=i is defined

by (F' * ^OIeo.i/2] t_(^) and (5^ * «f)l[i/2.i] (*+ o FA){&).

We define an important subset oftFol(A) consisting of total foliations with braided
leaves.

Definition 3.8. For A e SL(2,Z), we denote by tFol(A,n) the subset of tFol(A)
consisting of total foliations (^f)?=i such that T Uy^oC^1 n ^2)(°> Qj) is an

element of Bn(A). For (^)3=1 G tFol(A, n), we denote the connected component
of Bn(A) containing the above T by o'((3^i)f_l).

For any given (3?l)3=l e tFol(A,n) and (~§l)3=l e tFol(A',n), it is easy to
verify that ((^f)_1)3=1 is an element of tFol(i4_1,n) with ff(((^f)_1)?=1)
<y((3;ri)3i=l)~lanà(yi^i)3i=l is an element oftFol(A'A, n) with o-((^'*^')f=1)
a((^)3=1)*L7((^)3=1).

Let (^)3=i be a total foliation in tFol(A,n). Put 1^ ^1 n ^2(0, gy) for

y 0,...,« — 1. For each k 1,2 and each y 0,..., n — 1, there exists a smooth
function Ol on T-7 such that

cos(2jt0[(p))ex(p) + sin(2îT0/OO)ej,OO € TS?k(p)

for any /? € TJ'. We define the rotation ®k((3^i)3=l,j)of3^ along the j-th string
by

®k((Fi)3=lj) eJk(i,w{)-eJk(o,wQ[),

where {(0,Wq),(1,w{)} dTJ'. It does not depend on the choice of Ol.
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For any sufficiently small 8 > 0 and j 0,..., n — 1, there exist two maps / and

g from [—28,2(5] to M such that the holonomy of 3?1 fl 3?2 along TJ is given by the map
(Q,WQ+(x,y)) i-> (1, lüj + A-(f(x), g(y))). We define the 8-normalizedholonomy
of3? lHF2 along j -th string by the pair (H*((^f )?=i > ¦/ )> #/((^f )?=i ' ¦/ ofmaPs
from [—2,2] to M given by

niWiLiJXx) r1 • /(<5x), H$((3?')i=1J)(y) S'1 • g(8y).

We denote by Diffo([—2,2],0) the set of diffeomorphisms / on [—2,2] such that

/(0) 0 and {f{x) ± x) C] - 2,2[.

Proposition 3.9. For any A e SL(2,Z), a e jto(Bn(A)), m e Z, and any sequences

(fj)J-J a«d (gj)J-J mDiffo([-2,2], 0), f/rcre erarts(^ )?=i G tFol(4, ") and8>0
such that

• <r((F')?=1) o,
• ®((^*)3=i, y does not depend on j and belongs to the interval [m,m + 1 [,

• Hi((S?')*=1J) fj andH8y((^)3=l,j) gjforanyj 0,...,n-l.
The rest of the subsection is devoted to the proof of the proposition. We divide it

into several lemmas. Put

1 o)'Al (î ?)'A2 (o Î)'A* i1

They satisfy the following relations:

A\y /, Axy Ä! • Axy A2, A* A? -Au Al -I. (6)

Lemma 3.10. The triple (FAxy(3<2), FAxy(3^1), FAxy(3<3)) is a total foliation in
tFo\(Axy • A • Axy)forany (3?l)3=l e iFo\(A). Moreover, if(fi)3i=l e tFol(A,n),
then the above triple is in tFo\(Axy • A • Axy,n).

Proof. It is an easy consequence ofthe identities FAxy (3^^) ^std and ^Axy (^std)

Let Oo be the connected component of Bn(I) represented by the constant braid
To [0,1] x {<2i,..., Qn-i}. The following lemma is an interpretation of the
construction in [10] (p. 49-50) in our setting.

Lemma 3.11. For any given 8q > 0 and any sequences (^/)/=o and (gj)fZ.Q in

Diffo([-2,2], 0) there exist (3?l)\=l e tFol(/,n) and 8 e (0,80) such that

<y((^)3i=l) o-o, 6i((^*)3=1,y) ®2((^')?=i,y) 0, H8x((^)3=lJ)
fj, and Hh(^)3=l, j) gj for any j 0,..., n - 1.
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Proof. Take 8 <G (0, min{<5o, 1}). First, we fix y* <G {0,..., n — 1} and a diffeomorphism

g <E Diffo([—2,2], 0) and we show the lemma for the case all yy's and g/'s
are the identity except gy+ g. Let us modify ^d so as to have the holonomy
corresponding to g. Take a smooth map Xi '¦ S1 x [1/4, 3/4] -> £1 such that

(1) X2(y, 1/4 + e) y and /2(.y, 3/4 - e) /2(.y, 3/4) for any y G [0,1] and

any small é > 0,

(2) /2(.y, 0 yify? fc, - 2<5, ^ + 28],

(3) /2fe* + /, 3/4) ^ + 8g(8~1y) for any / G [-«5,8],

dh, dh(4) §(y,t)> Oand §(y,t) < rj~l for any (y,t).
Remark that /2(-, 0 is a diffeomorphism of S1 for any G [1/4, 3/4].

Put /;, fc+ - (l/4n),^ + (1/4«)] C S1 and Vh [1/4, 3/4] x/j.xS1.
Since 3V^ fl Int Wb C {1/4, 3/4} x/j.xS1, we can define a foliation Fj on Wb

such that 3?q \w0\V; — ^std and

W>V)(l/4,x,;y) {(*,*', JîO'.O) I ('>*') ^ [1/4,3/4] x /,,}
for any (x, y) e Jj^ x [0,1]. See Figure 7. Since jr(y,t) <fj for any (y,t), the3/2,

-s

/+
/> ' /// >

f* .^^ 1

/

Figure 7. Foliation (J^11 f,-* )•

foliation 3?q is almost horizontal. By Proposition 3.5, there exists a total foliation
(^')3=i e tFol(Z) such that $rl\Wo Fj and 3?1 ^d for j 2, 3. Since T0 is

tangent to Fj n ^02, (^f)3=i is contained in tFol(/, «). The holonomy of &1 C\ 3?2

ij* isalong the y'*-th string T"

(0,67/, +*,<?/* + .)0^(1,<Z/* + *,/2fe* +>,3/4)) for(x,y)€ [-8,8]2.

Hence, #* ((^)3=i » 7*) is the identity map and Ä*((^*)?=i » 7*) 5- It is easy to

see that H^((yl)3=l, y) and H^((yl)3=l, j) are the identity maps for all y* ^ y"*,

and®i((^)f3=1,y) ®2((^,)?=i,y) 0foraiiyy =0,...,«-l.
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By Lemma 3.10, the total foliation (FAxy(F2), FAxy(^1), FAxy(F3)) is
contained in tFol(/, n). It easy to verify that it satisfies the required conditions for the

case fj* g and all the other fj's and gj's are the identity map. Hence, we can
obtain the required total foliation for a general sequence (fj, gj )?Zq as a composition
of the total foliations given by the above construction. D

Lemma 3.12. For any given a e ito(Bn(l)), there exists (¥l)\=l e tFol(/, n)
such that ff((^f)?=i) <7 and 0i((^f)3=1,y) ®2((#'f)?=i>7) Ofor any

j =0,...,«-l.

[0,1]. Put Vj

Proof. Fix a smooth function a on [0,1] such that ct(t) 0 for
1/n for t e [3/4,1], and 0 < da/dt(t) < ??_1 for any t e
[0,1] x [qj - (l/4n), qj + (l/4n)] x S1 and T-''00 {(t,q}, y + a(f))
for y* 0,..., n — 1 and y e S1.

First, for any given m 0,..., n — 1, there exists (#^)3=1 e tFol(Z) such that

[0,1/4], ot(t)
Put Vj
t e [0,1]}

ari - ^Îâ\w0\Vm F2 F2, and' *m\W0\Vn

• Tm(y) is tangent to 5^ n #£ for any y € Sx.

In fact, it can be obtained by the same construction as the total foliation (3?l)3=l in
the proof of Lemma 3.11 by replacing /2(_y, in the definition of 3?q with y + a(t).

Put^_= FAxy(F2),1,2 FAxy(Pi),and1,3 FAxy(F3). Let((^)"1)3=1
and (ißm) 1)f=i be the inverses of (^)3=1 and {§jn)3=l respectively. Remark that
all of them are total foliation in tFol(Z) by Lemma 3.10.

We define (^J )3=1 £ tFol(/) by

-l >-i^ ^*(^+ir1*^+i*(^)
and put om <y((^m)3i=l) for m 0,... ,n - 2. Then, (F*m)3=l is a total
foliation in tFol(/, n) and om represents a half twist of m-th and (tn
See Figure 8.

l)-st strings.

(A_ /ÌL

Figure 8. Proof of Lemma 3.12.

Let (^,)?=i and i^zm)f=i be «-times compositions (#£ * ••• * 5^)3=1 and

(3i * *** * 3i)?=i respectively. Put pm o^M3=1) and rm a((5^)3=1).
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We can see that both (3^lm)f=l and (3?*m)f=1 are total foliations in tFol(/,n) and

pm (resp. tm) is represented by a braid such that the m-th string winds once in the

y-(resp. x-)direction and other strings are fixed.
It is easy to see that ®k((3^l)f=l, j) 0 for any k 1,2, m 0,..., n — 1,

and a om, pm, xm. It is known that {am, pm,tm \ m 0,..., n — 1} generates
Ko(Bn(I)) (see e.g. [1] or [9]). Hence, we can obtain the required total foliation as

a composition of the total foliations constructed above and their inverses. D

Lemma3.13. There exists (3?{)3=l e tFo\(Ai,n) satisfying

®i((*i')?=i,y) 1/8, ®2(W)3=1,y) 0 (7)

for any j 0,..., n — 1.

Proof. Take a smooth map /3 : [0,1] -> M. such that

• 0 < ^-(x) < îT1 holds for any x e [0,1],

* Z3OO — 0 holds for any x <G [0,1 — (9/16n)], and /3OO 1 holds for any
x e [l-(7/16n),l].

It induces a map /3: Sl -> 51 of degree 1. We define a diffeomorphism G of
P70 by G(t,x,y) (t,x, y + /3(x)) if f G [3/4,1] and G(f,x, 3;) (t,x,y)
otherwise. It is well-defined and satisfies G(3^gtà\w0) ^stdlwo f°r ' =2,3. Since

G(^gy I Wo) is almost horizontal, Proposition 3.5 implies that there exists an extension
*§ of G(^d I Wq) to W^ which is transverse to 3?^ and ^g3d. Remark that the constant
braid T0 is tangent to ~§ n ^s2d.

Since /3OO — x is a map of degree 0, we can take a smooth function a on
51 x [0,1] such that a(x, t) 0 for (x, t) e S1 x [0, 3/4] and x /3(x) + a(x, t)
for(x,t) e S1 x [7/8,1]. We define a diffeomorphism G of W by G(t,x,y)
(t,x,y + a(x,t)). Remark that G o G(f,x,;y) (t,x,y) if t e [0,3/4] and

G o G(t,x, y) (tMi(x, y)) if t e [7/8,1]. Put ^1 G(£), £"/ G(^d) for
i =2,3 and T G (To). Then, (^)3=l is a total foliation contained in tFol(^i)
and G(r0) is a braid in Bn(Ai) which is tangent to 3?} C\ 3??. Therefore, (3^{)f=l
an element of tFol(Ai, n). See Figure 9. Since ^1 is almost horizontal on Wq, we
have 01((#7)3=1, y 1/8 for any j 0,..., n — 1. By the transversality of ^1
and 3?2, we also have ®2((3?f)3=l, j) - ®i((^)f=l, j) e] - 1/2, l/2[. It implies
®2(W)3=i, y 0 for any y 0,..., n - 1. D

Starting from the total foliation (3^^)3=l in Lemma 3.13, we define a total foli-
ation (3?l)3=l by 5^ FAxy(F2), F2 FAxy(^) and F3 FAxy(F3). By
Lemma 3.10 and the third equation of (6), we have (^2)3=1 £ tFol(A2). By (7), we
also have

®i((^)f=l,j) 0, 02((^)3=1,y) -l/8. (8)

for any j 0,..., n — 1.
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Figure 9. Proof of Lemma 3.13.

Lemma 3.14. For any m e Z, there exists (3?l)3=l e tFol(/, n) such that

®i((^)f=l,j) ®2((^)3=l,j) m

for any j 0,..., n — 1.

Proof. Let ((^)_1)3=1 be the inverse of (^)j=v Put & F{ * (F*)'1 for
i 1,2, 3. Since A* A^1 * A\, we have (Hl)3=l G tFol(A*,n). The equations
(7) and (8), we also have ®i((&)f=l,j) 1/4 and 02(C^)3=i>7) 1/8 for

an}' j 0,..., n — 1. Let (ßjc)3=l be the k-Ximes composition of (^§i)f=l. Since

Al -I, we have ®i(($Ì)f=1,j) 1/2 and 02((^|)3=1,y) 1/2 for any

j 0,... ,n — 1. Hence, (6m)-times composition (^m)3=1 of (Hl)3=l is the

required total foliation for m > 0. For m < 0, it is sufficient to take the inverse

(&L i)_1)3-i of(#' ,)3-v D-- 6m V 'i— l *• \6m\'i — l

Lemma 3.15. For any A e SL(2,Z), there exist (3*l)3=l e tFo\(A,n) such that
® l ((&*)f=i » j) and ®i((3;ri)f= j, y does not depends on j.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.13 and the fact that {A\, A2)
generates SL(2, Z). D

Finally, Proposition 3.9 is an immediate consequence ofLemmas 3.11,3.12,3.14,
and 3.15.

3.3. Braided knots in embedded solid tori. Let ty be an embedding from Z
S1 x D2 to an oriented three-dimensional manifold M. We say ty is a 0-framed
null-homotopic embedding if Kq ty(S1 x {(0,0)}) is null-homotopic and ty is a
0-framed tubular coordinate of Ko- We also say ty is unknotted if Ko is unknotted.

We sa}' a smooth link L in M is ty-braided ifLcty(Z) and ty~1(L)is transverse

to the production foliation {t x D2}tes1 ¦ Remark that any component of L is a ty-
braided knot.
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Definition 3.16. Let L be a ^-braided oriented knot or link. We denote by n(L; ty)
the cardinality of ty~x(L) fl (0 x D2). We define the (ty, n)-framing of Lin M by a

vector field

Vn(ty(t, w)) Dty(cos(2jtnt)ex(t, w) + sin(2jtnt)ey(t, w))

for (t, w) e ty-1 (L), where (et, ex, ey) is the standard frame on £ * x Z)2 C S1 xl2.

Remark that (ty, n)-framing of K may not be the n-framing (in the sense of
Definition 2.12) even if ty is 0-framed and unknotted. See Lemma 3.18.

Let tyo be a 0-framed unknotted embedding of Z into M3 defined by tyo(t, x, y)
((x + 2) cos 2717, (x + 2) sin 2jrr, _y) and Pxy denote the projection from M.3 to M.2

given by Pxy(x, y,z) (x, _y). For any given 0-framed unknotted embedding ty of
Z into M, we can take an embedding (pofM.3 into M so that (p_1 oty ^0. Take a

i/^-braided link L in M. The map ^ can be perturbed into another embedding (pi such
that the map Pxy o cpl is a regular projection associated with (p^1 (L). See e.g. [14]
for the definition of a regular projection and a link diagram. For any component K
of L, let co±(K; ty) be the number of positive and negative crossings in the diagram
Pxy ° ^r1 (K)- See Fiêure 1°- We Put ^(-^; f) a>+(K;f)- co-(K; ty). Remark

-
X(+)

-
(-)

v

positive crossing (+)

negative crossing (-)

Im f n(K; f) 3, co(K; f) 1 - 3 -2

Figure 10. A link diagram of a braided knot.

that co(K;ty) and n(K;ty) depend only on the isotopy class of K as a ^-braided
knot.

We show two lemmas, which give relations between n(K; ty), co(K; ty) and the

framing of K.
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Lemma 3.17. Let ty be a 0-framed unknotted embedding from Z to M and K be a
ty-braided knot in M. Then, co(K; ty) + n(K; ty) is odd.

Proof. Since K is connected, it induces a cyclic permutation on the n(K; ^-points
setty'1 (K)Ci(OxD2). Then, the signature of the permutation is (-l)"(-s:^)+1. Since
the induced permutation is the product of (co+(K; ty) + co_(K; ty)) transpositions,
its signature is also (_!)(<»+(*;*)+<»-(*;*)). ln particular, n(K; ty) - (a)+(K; ty) +
(0-(K; ty)) is odd. Hence, also co(K; ty) + n(K; ty) is. D

Lemma 3.18. Let ty be a 0-framed unknotted embedding from Z to M and let
K be a ty-braided knot in M. Then, the (ty, m)-framing of K coincides with the

(co(K; ty) + m ¦ n(K\ ty))-framing of K as a null-homotopic knot in M.

Proof. Suppose that the (ty, 0)-framing of K is the no-framing. It is easy to see that
the (ty, m)-framing is tiq + m • n(K; ty). Under the identification of ty(Z) and the
standard torus tyo(Z), the (ty, 0)-frammg gives the blackboard framing, that is, the

one transverse to the projection to the link diagram. By a well-known result in knot
theory (see e.g. [8], Proposition 4.5.8), it coincides with the co(K; ^-framing of K.
Hence, we have tiq co(K; ty). D

3.4. The trefoil complement. In this subsection, we construct a total foliation on
S 3 containing <ft-components such that their cores form an arbitrary given link. It
will be done by using the fibration of the complement of the trefoil. Note that the

same construction can be done for other fibered knot with one-punctured torus fibers,

e.g. the figure-eight knot.
Let A* be the matrix defined in (5) and M* be the mapping torus W/(0, w) ~

(1, A* ¦ w) of the linear map defined by A*. By Pm* we denote the natural projection
from W to M*. Since any total foliation (3?l)3=l <G tFol(A*) is compatible with the

projection Pm*. at dW, we can define a total foliation (Pm*(^i))f=i on M# such

that PM* (^1)(Pm* (t, w)) PM, (F^t, w)) for any i 1,2, 3 and (t, w) e W.
Since Qo (0,0)+Z2isafixedpointofA*, Pm*([0, l]xÔo)isaknotinM*. We

denote it by Kq. Fix an embedding ty%0 : Z -> M* such that tyxoi^1 x {(0,0)})
Ko and tyKo(t x D2) C PM* (t x D2(lßn)).

Proposition 3.19. For any ty^-braided link L and m e Z, there exists a total
foliation (3"1 )3=1 on M* such that each componentofL is the core ofan ffl-component
and its framing determined by 3?1 is the (ty^o > m)-framing.

Proof. We take a smooth function 0 on [0,1] such that Dty(ex(t,0,0)) is parallel to
DPm* (cos 0(t)ex(t, 0,0) + sin 0(t)ey(t, 0,0)). For m e Z, we define a vector field
vm on W by

vm(t, w) cos(2jtmt + 0(t))ex(t, w) + sin(2nmt + 0(t))ey(t, w)
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for (t, w) <E W. Then, the vector field vm DPm* (vm) on M* is well-defined and

the restriction of vm to a knot K in M* gives the (tyKo> w)-framing of K.
Now let {-Fj},$g[o,i] be an isotopy of M* so that Fq is the identity map, F\ (L) <G

Bn (A*) for some n > 1, and Fs (PM* (t xT2))= PM* (t xT2) for any s e [0,1] and

f eS1. Put L' Fi(L). Since {(.F5(L), ,L'm)}je[o,i] is an isotopy between framed
knots (L,vm) and (Z/, I'm), it is sufficient to find a total foliation (3^l)3=l such that
each component of L' is the core of an ^-component and its framing determined by
3?1 coincides with the one represented by vm.

Take a subset Sl of {0,..., n — 1} such that each component of L' contains exactly
one point of {Pm*(0, Qj) \ j £ Sl}. By H$f. M. -> ffi, we denote the holonomy

map of the foliation ^1 (see Subsection 2.2 for the definition of 3ll). Proposition 3.9

implies that there exist n > 1, <5 > 0, and (i/l)3=x e tFol(A*, n) which satisfy the

following properties:

• PMI (/_/) is tangent to £x n £ 2,

• 0i((^f)3=1, y) m + 0(1) for any y 0,..., n - 1, and

• both Ht((&)3=yj) and H*((&)3=1,j) are conjugate to ffÄ|[_2l2] for y G

5^ and the identity map otherwise.

The total foliation (^*)?=i induces a total foliation (£*' Pm*(^0)3=i onM*. For
each component ^T' of /_/, the first and the last condition above imply that there exists

an embedding tyx?: Z ^ M* such that tyic'(SX x {(0,0)}) K' and tyK'(^)
& \irKi(Z)- Since $3 is transverse to (ßl C\i/2), 3*3\^ ,(z) is diffeomorphic to the

product foliation {t x D2 \t <G S1}. Hence, a turbularization of 3?3 at ty^(Z)
produces an ^-component whose core is K'.

By the second condition in the above, the framing on L' determined by 3<£

coincides with the one represented by vm. Hence, we can obtain the required total
foliation by a turbularization along a tubular neighborhood of L'. D

Let K3 be the right-handed trefoil onS3. It is known that K3 is a fibered knot
with monodromy matrix A* (see e.g. Section 10.1 in [14]). Hence, there exists a

diffeomorphism (p from M* \ Kq to S3 \ K3, an embedding tyK3 from Z to S3, and

an integer m* such that tyg3(S1 x {(0,0)}) K3 and

<potyg0(t,rcos(2jv0),rsin(2jr0))) tyKi(0+m*t,rcos(2jtt),rsin(2jtt)). (9)

for any t, 0 <G S1 and r <E [0,1]. Note that tyK3 is a 0-framed null-homotopic embedding

as tyg3(S1 x {(1,0)}) is contained in a Seifert surface <p(Pm* (0 x {T2 \ <2o})
of Ä-3. We define another embedding ^o from Z to 53 by

/x v + 2 v + 2
tyo(t,x, y) ^3 I —, cos(2?rr), sin(2?rr)
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Then, the core ty0(S1 x {(0,0)}) bounds a disk D0 tyK*(0 x D2(l/2)}. In
particular, ty0(S1 x {(0,0)}) is a meridian of K3. Since tyols1 x {(0,-1)}) is
contained in Dq, tyo is a 0-framed unknotted embedding. See Figure 11.

YK*

y to

Figure 11. The 0-framed unknotted embedding tyo.

Lemma 3.20. For any tyo-braided link L, L' (p (L) is tyjc0-
the (tyo,n — m ^-framing ofL! to the (tyKo>n)~fmmin8 °fL.

and cp maps

Proof. By direct calculation, we have

y
tyo(t,x,y) (potyKAt,

+ 2 /x-— cos 2jx \ — — m*t
4 V4

+ 2 /x
—— sin2jx I — — m*t
4 V4

for (t,x,y) e Z. It implies <p~l o ty0(t x D2) C tyKoi* x D2) for any t e S1.

Hence, L' (p~l(L) is i^0-braided for any ^"braided link L. The above equation
also implies that cp-1 maps the (tyo > 0)-framing of L to the (tyKo > —w*)-framing of
L'. Since the map tyZ1 ocp-1 otyQ preserves the orientation of t x D2, it implies that

the (p~l maps the (tyo > n)-framing of L to the (tyKo >n ~ m*)-frammg of V. D

Proposition 3.21. For any tyo-braided link L, there exists a total foliation (3?l)3=l
on S3 such that any connected component K of L is the core of an (co(K; tyo) +
n(K; tyo))-framed 3l-component.

Proof. The link L* Kq U (p~l(L) in M* is i^0-braided. By Proposition 3.19,
there exists a total foliation (3^l)3=l on M* such that each component of L* is
the core of an ^-component and the framing determined by 3<£ coincides with the

(i^Ko* 1 — w*)-framing. Let Rq be the 31 component of (3?l)3=l whose core is Kq.
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Rq tyxoi^1
€ > 0. Then, a<%(Ro) is represented by a curve

D (c)) for some

C0 ^0({(r,6cos(2jr(l -m*)f),ésin(2;7r(l - m*)f)) \ t e S1})

with a suitable orientation.
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($ri)3=l is a total foliation on S3

for i 1,2,3 and R'0 tyK3(Sl x D2(c)). Then,

R'0 with an ^-boundary BR0. By (9), we have

<p(Co) tyg3({(t,€ cos(2jrt),€sin(2jtt))}).

Since tyg3 is a 0-framed embedding, we can extend (3^l)3=l so that Rq is a (+1)-
framed ^-component with C(Ro) K3. Since the framing on L* determined by
^1 coincides with the (tyg0, 1 — w*)-framing, Lemma 3.20 implies that the framing
on L determined by 3?1 is the (tyo, l)-framing. Since tyo is a 0-framed unknotted
embedding, it gives the (co(K; tyo) + n(K\ tyo))-fiammg on each component K of L
by Lemma 3.18. In particular, each component K of L is the core of an (co(K; tyo) +
n(K\ ^o))-framed ^-component. D

3.5. A proofofHardorp 's theorem. First, we show that we can change the framing
of an ^-component by an arbitrary even integer.

Lemma 3.22. Suppose that a total foliation (3?l)3=l on S3 admits a k-framed ffl-
component R. Then, for any integer n, there exists a total foliation (3^^)f=l on S3

such that it admits a (k + 2n)-framed 3i-component R' with C(R') C(R)
3?

"lS3\R
3?

lSl\R fori 1,2,3.

Proof. Let ty be a 0-framed unknotted embedding of Z into S3 and L Ki U K2
be the ^-braided link in Figure 12. By Proposition 3.21, we can take a total foliation
(ßi)3_l on S3 which admits ^-components R\ and R2 such that Ki is the core of

KxK2

Im^

Figure 12. The link L for the proof of Lemma 3.22.
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Ri fori 1,2 and the framings of Ri and R2 are +3 and +1, respectively. Put

M+ S3 \R2. Since L is a positive Hopf link, M+ is diffeomorphic to Z. Hence,
there exists a diffeomorphism (p+ : Z -> M+ such that Ä^ ^+(51 x {(0, 0)})
coincides with the core of ici as oriented knots and (<p+\dz)*(at) ä$i(dR2),
where at is the homology class in H\(dZ, Z) represented by a map t i-> 1,0).
It is easy to see that ^Ti is a ^+-braided knot. Since Ki is (+3)-framed and K2 is

(+l)-framed, $J gives the (cp+, 2)-framing of Ä^.
The lemma for n =0 is trivial. First, we show the lemma for n 1. Let ty: Z —^

R be a diffeomorphism such that ty(S1 x {(0,0)}) C(R) as oriented knots and

ty*(at) — <2$i(dR)- By Proposition 2.11, ifwe choose ^+ suitably in its isotopy class,
then we can obtain a total foliation (3<l )3=1 on S 3 such that 3^1\r tyoy'1 ($* |jy+
and ^ l<?3\p ^* l<?3\ p f°r ' 1

» 2, 3. Since ty is a /oframed embedding and $J

gives the (<p+, 2)-framing of C(i?i) Ä"i, ^ o (p^(Ri) is a (/: + 2)-framed 31-

component with C(ty o ^^(iti)) C(R). By inductive construction, it gives the

proof for n > 1.

Using the fact that M_ iS3 \ i?i is diffeomorphic to Z, we can take a
diffeomorphism (p- : M+ -> Z such that (p-(K2) S1 x {(0,0)} as oriented knots and

((p_)!(:(û^(3iî2)) c7f. Similar to <p+, K2 is ^_-braided and ~§\ gives the (<p_, —2)-

framing of jST2. Hence, the same construction to the above completes the proof for
n < -1. D

Now, we give an alternative proofofHardorp's theorem [10] with some extension.

Theorem 3.23. For any given closed three-dimensional manifold M equipped with
a spin structure s, there exists a total foliation (3?l)3=l such that

• s is the spin structure given by (3^l)3=l,
• (3?l)3=l admits two unknotted 3l-components R+ and R-,
• R+ is (-\-l)-framed and R- is (—1)-framed, and

• R+ and R- are contained in mutually disjoint three-dimensional balls.

Proof. Let X be a four-dimensional 2-handlebody such that SX M and the
restriction of the unique spin structure on X to M is s. Let Lq be the Kirby diagram
of X. We denote by n(K) the integer-valued framing of each component K of Lo-
Remark that all n(K) are even since X admits a spin structure. Take two unknots K-
and K+ which are contained in mutually disjoint three-dimensional ball in S3 \ Lq.
Put n(K-) 0 and n(K+) 2.

Fix an unknotted embedding tyo of the solid torus. Recall that any link can be

^o-braided by Alexander's theorem (see e.g. [2], Theorem 2.1). By Proposition 3.21,
there exists a total foliation (3^q)3=1 on S3 such that each component K of Lq U

K- U K+ is contained in an ^-component with (co(K; tyo) + n(K; ^o))-framing.
Lemma 3.17 implies that these ^-components are odd-framed. By Lemma 3.22, we
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can modify (3<q )3=1 so that the framing of an ^-component R is n(C(R)) — 1. Then,
the standard surgery on Lq (not Lq U K- U K+) produces a total foliation (3?l)3=l
on M. It is easy to see that each K± C M is the core of a (±l)-framed unknotted

^-component of (3?l)3=l. Proposition 2.14 implies that the spin structure given by
(^03=iis5.

"
D

Remark The last sentence of Paragraph 14 of Chapter 7 (p. 71) of [10] seems
incorrect. In fact, branched double covering along the unknot changes the framing
of braided knots in general. For example, Figure 13 illustrates a branched double

vAy

J

Figure 13. Double covering of a solid torus.

covering along the unknot K*. The box represents a tangle where the difference of
the numbers of positive and negative crossings is k. Suppose that the knot K in the
left-side of the figure has the blackboard framing, which is equal to the (k + 1)-
framing. In the right-side of the figure, which is a double covering of the left-side,
the lift K' of the framed knot K has the blackboard framing, which is equal to the

&-framing. Hence, the knot K is isotopie to K' as a knot, but is not isotopie to K1

as a framed knot. It is because one positive crossing in the left-side is not counted in
the right-side. The same phenomenon occurs in the setting in Chapter 7 of [10].

3.6. Proof of Theorem 1.1. First, we construct a suitable total foliation on S 3. Let
(3li+)f=l be the positive total Reeb foliation on S 3, that is, a total foliation consisting
of two (-l)-framed unknotted ^-components.

Lemma 3.24. For any integer n, there exists a total foliation (^)3=1 on S3 with
unknotted 3l-components R.

(+1)-framed, i?_ is (-l)-framed,
three-dimensional balls.

R- such that H(($ln)f=1, (3ll+)f=1) n, Ä. is
Ä. jR_ are contained in mutually disjoint

Proof. First, we show the lemma for n — 1. By Theorem 3.23, there exists a
total foliation (3^q)3=1 on S3 with unknotted ^-components R+ and R- such that
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i?+ is (+l)-framed, R- is (—l)-framed, and they are contained in mutuali}' disjoint
three-dimensional balls i?+ and B-, respectively. Since S3 \ R+ is an unknotted
solid torus, we can take an orientation reversing diffeomorphism (p on S3 so that

(p(S3 \ R+) R+. Then, S3 \ R+ <p(R+) is a (-l)-framed unknotted 31-

component of (<p(3^q))3=1

Let (^L1)3=1 be the total foliation obtained by gluing (#o)?=i and (^(^o))3=i
along ^-components R+ and <p(R+) as in Subsection 2.4. It admits unknotted 31-

components R- and (p(R-) which are contained in mutually disjoint balls B- and

(p(B-) C (p(S3\R+) R+. Then, we have

fi'((^i)?=i,(Ä?h)?=1) tf((£Ì03=i>(^)3=i) + H((^)3i=l,(3è+)3i=l)

//((^(^))3=1,(<)3=0 + ^((^)3=i,(<)3=i)
-l,

where each equality follows from the formulas (2), (3), and (4) in Subsections 2.1

and 2.3. Since R- and <p(R-) have the (—1) and (+l)-framings respectively, the

proof for n —1 is completed.
Second, we show the lemma for n < —1 by induction. Suppose that there

exists a total foliation (^)3=1 which satisfies the assertion of the lemma for some
n < — 1. Let R'+ and R'_ be (+1) and (—l)-framed unknotted ^-components
contained in mutually disjoint balls. We construct the total foliation (ßn_i )3=1 by gluing
C^jS)?=i and C^-i)?=i al°ng ^-components R'+ and R-. By the formula (4), we
have H(C&n-i)i=i> (^+)f=i) n ~ 1- ^ is easyto see tbat ^-components R'_ and

(p(R_) satisfy the assertion of the lemma.
For n > 0, put C^)3=1 (^__„_!))3=1. By the formula (3), we have

H((ßi$=v (3l\)3=l) n. It is easy to see that C^)3=1 is the required one. D

Now, we show the following theorem which implies Theorem 1.1.

Theorem 3.25. Let M be a closed oriented three-dimensional manifold. Any homotopy

class of total planefields on M can be realized by a total foliation (3?l)3=l with
(+1)- and (-l)-framed unknotted 31-components.

Proof. Fix a spin structure s on. M. By Theorem 3.23, we can take a total foliation
(3?l)3=l on M such that it admits (+1) and (—l)-framed unknotted ^-components
R+ and i<_, and the spin structure given by (3^l)3=l is s. By Proposition 2.5, it is
sufficient to show that there exists a total foliation (^ )3=1 on M such that it admits

(+1)- and (—1)-unknotted ^-components, the spin structure given by (^)3=1 is s,
and H((3**)3=l, (3*l)3=l) n for any given integer n.

Take an integer n. Let (ß^)3_ l be the total foliation on S 3 obtained in Lemma 3.24
for n. It admits (+l)-and (— l)-framed ^-components R'+ and R'_ which are
contained in mutually disjoint balls. Let (^j )3=1 be the total foliation obtained by gluing
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(3?l)3=l and (ß^)3=l along ^-components Ä+ and R'_. Since R+ is contained in
a three-dimensional ball, (3?^)f=l and (3?l)3=l give the same spin structure. By
Proposition 2.16, we obtain H((3?^)f=l, ($ri)3_l) n. It is easy to see that i?_ and

R'+ are (—1) and (+l)-framed unknotted ^-components of (3?*)3=l. D

4. Bi-contact structures

First, we recall some basic definitions and results on contact topology. A plane field

f on a three-dimensional manifold M is called a positive (resp. negative) contact
structure if it is the kernel of a 1-form a with a Ada > 0 (resp. a A da < 0). We

say a knot K in (M, £) is Legendrian if it is tangent to £. The Thurston-Bennequin
invariant ib(K, £) is the integer-valued framing of a null-homologous knot K given
by £. The rotation roi(K, £) is the Euler number /(£, E, K) of £ on a Seifert surface
E relative to K.

A contact structure £ on M is called overtwisted if there exists a Legendrian
unknot K such that tb(^T, f) 0. We say £ is ft'g/tf if it is not overtwisted. It is
known that if £ is tight, then any null-homologous Legendrian knot K satisfies the

Thurston-Bennequin inequality:

tb(*,f) + /(E)<-|rot(*,f)|,
where /(£) is the Euler number of a Seifert surface E of K.

Theorem 4.1 (Eliashberg, [6]). Let M be a three-dimensional closed manifold, any
homotopy class ofplane fields on M contains exactly one positive (resp. negative)
overtwisted contact structure up to isotopy.

The following lemma gives a criterion for the overtwistedness ofa contact structure
which is close to a foliation of a total foliation.

Lemma 4.2. Let (3?i)f=l be a total foliation on a three-dimensional manifold M
and suppose it admits a (-\-l)-framed (resp. (—l)-framed) unknotted 3i-component
R. Then, any positive (resp. negative) contact structure which is sufficiently C°-close
toT3?1 is overtwisted.

Proof. We show the assertion for positive contact structures. The proof for negative
contact structures is obtained by reversing the orientation.

The foliation 3?11 qr admits a closed leaf C which is isotopie to the core of jR as

an oriented knot in M. In particular, C is unknotted. The foliation 3?1 gives the

(+l)-frammg on C.
Recall that dR is a leaf of 3?3. By Lemma 2.8, if a smooth plane field Ç is

sufficiently C°-close to TS?1, there exists a closed curve C| in dR which is tangent
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to £ fl T3?3 and isotopie to C in dR. The curve C| is unknotted in M, and hence,
it bounds a disk D^. Since £ fl T3?3 gives an trivialization of £ on Dç, we have

rot(q,f)=0.
By the transversality, 3?1 and 3?3 define the same framing on C, and £ and 3?3

define the same framing on C|. Hence, the framing on C| given by £ is (+1). In
particular, tb(C|, £) +1. It violates the Thurston-Bennequin inequality since

tb(C|,£) + Z(D|) 2 > 0 |rot(q,f)|. D

Now, we prove Theorem 1.5. Let M be a closed and oriented three-dimensional
manifold. Fix a pair (£, rj) of positive and negative contact structures such that they
are homotopic as plane fields and their Euler class is zero. Then, there exists a total
plane field (f*)3=1 on M such that f* is homotopic to f and rj for i 1,2,3. By
Theorem 3.25, (%i)f=l is homotopic to a total foliation (3?l)3=l on M which admits

(+1) and (—l)-framed unknotted ^-components.
By the fundamental theorem of confoliations ([7], Theorem 2.4.1) we can take a

bi-contact structure (£*, rj*) on M so that £* is C°-sufficiently close to 3?1 and rj* is
C°-sufficiently close to 3?2. Lemma 4.2 implies that both f* and rj* are overtwisted.

By Theorem 4.1, £* and ??* are isotopie to f and as contact structures, respectively.
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